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DUSTOLEX LIMITED
**INDUSTRIAL PORTABLE VACUUM CLEANERS**

*Industrial vacuum cleaners from Dustolex* are designed for general factory cleaning, for dry and wet machine cleaning and for continuous extraction of production residues. For hazardous types of dust and for explosive suction material certified units are available for dust classes M and H and for ATEX explosion protection zones.

**INDUSTRIAL STATIONARY VACUUM CLEANERS**

*Vacuum extraction, dust extraction, vacuum conveying* and *vacuum cleaning* with suction units from 3 to 300 kW. Filter systems of all types and all sizes according to ATEX. Stationary vacuum systems collect the suction material centrally and discharge it into containers or conveying equipment.

**F100 T** unit discharges suction material into **BigBags**. 11 kW – 22 kW options side channel vacuum pump, safety filter, sound insulation cover.
**INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANERS**

*Industrial vacuum cleaners* for bulk material, dust and liquids from 2.4 to 22 kW. Single phase, three phase and compressed air motors. Conveying rates up to 10 t/h.

*Sump and swarf cleaners* - Collection container from 200 to 1000 litres. Separation of coolant and metal chips. Cleans and returns the coolant.

**INDUSTRIAL MOBILE VACUUM UNITS**

*Dustolex* provide an extensive range of mobile vacuum units mounted on trucks or trailers. Truck mounted vacuum units are optimum working machines if large quantities of bulk material needs to be conveyed over long distances. Special versions according to ADR and with explosion protection according to ATEX.

*S8D* - Powerful suction unit for professional industry cleaning contractors. Discharges the suction material into Big Bags or open skip hoppers. Can be trailer/pick up mounted.

*S40D* - the ultimate vacuum loader! Truck mounted vacuum loader.
**Dustolex Limited** is one of the longest established companies in the Dust Extraction field and in recent years has added Industrial Vacuum Systems to their product itinerary.

Working alongside some of Europe’s leading manufactures with global experience **Dustolex** have a vast range of equipment available in the highly specialised field of Industrial Vacuum Units and Systems.

Our range of highly manoeuvrable high powered reliable portable vacuum cleaners designed for all industrial cleaning environments and with ATEX units available.

To cater for the heavy industrial market we have a range of Forklift, Trailer and Lorry Mounted Vacuum Units. These Vacuum units can be diesel or electrically driven.

To compliment this portable vacuum unit range we also provide centralised vacuum systems with an extensive range of central vacuum units, pipe work, hoses and specialist vacuum tools.

---

1. **S10 D Diesel**. Self-contained vacuum unit.
2. Collection skip optional capacities available.
3. **F100 T 15 kW**. Vacuum unit bin or Big Bag discharge.
4. **S40 D Platform**. Vacuum unit 127kW Diesel.
5. **Big Bag collection unit**. Light and fiberous materials subject to application.
6. **DX110 110 volt units in production**.
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